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Abstract	
  

What I will be proposing, is a fitness/lifestyle app that is a one-stop shop that meets the
just-in-time needs for lives of busy mid-career women. The learning will take place via an
activity tracker mobile app called Talee. Using Talee, users can track calories, runs,
track workouts, and even create their own workout routines. Referencing the IDL
Framework, I intend to leverage the idea of closure and investment by putting bigger
tasks (losing 15 pounds, gain muscle, train for mud race) into conceivably smaller tasks
with a customizable dashboard. (Edelson & Joseph, 2001)
I aim to do this by designing customizable drag and drop main dashboard. Users will be
able to have more control of what they want tracked and what is shown to them once the
app is opened. This will reduce duplicity, and will include a sleeker interface compared
to competitive apps to provide better education around existing external syncing options
(syncing with other HRMs and associating apps). Design considerations will need to be
made for maintaining engagement and using app features to help users formulate
healthy goals, and understand how their overall lifestyle activity is fitting into their goals,
and foster continued engagement.
Of the 27 women I surveyed, 42.3% said they mostly use their app during high
motivating times -i.e. wedding/vacation prep, running challenges with friends, corporate
lifestyle challenges, baby weight etc. Therefore the biggest value they will receive from
my app is to use exactly what they need when they need it.

Needs	
  Statement	
  	
  
State the goals of your project and provide a rationale for your approach. This should
include any background information on your target audience, and relevant learning
theories and research that motivated your design. Much of this section can be taken
directly from your needs analysis and proposal, and revised as needed to incorporate
ideas encountered throughout the semester.

Learning	
  Goals	
  
Talee will provide an opportunity for learners to track their own behavior, visualize it in a
digestible and customizable format, and then be able to enact behavioral change.
Learners will have the ability to track food, calories burned, runs, workout routines, and
more.
One learning goal is for learners to be able to look at the full picture of everything going
on with their bodies biologically to get a better understanding of how their intake and
lifestyle affects the way they are feeling. Often a user may begin using a lifestyle app for
a specific short-term goal for an issue that they can’t fix on their own. A research study
conducted by Research Now for Mobiquity saw that 3 in 10 users cited goal tracking as
their number one reason for using a tracking app, indicating that getting fit with mobile
may often be a personal matter. (eMarketer, 2014)The learners would already have an
interest in a personal goal such as losing weight, gaining muscle, eating healthier,
prepping for a marathon, or just even learning how/where to get started on their goals.
Along those lines, another learning goal will be to allow the user to view the metrics of
their level of activity and understand where there may need to be a shift in physical
activity. For example by being able to track calorie intake vs. calories burned in
conjunction with syncing their heart rate monitors, once they can understand that they

are taking in more calories then they are actually burning, the customizable dashboard
will hopefully allow them to be better equipped to shift their behavior or routine.
However, with my app I want users to be able to focus on what they want to so they are
only being shown information that is most relevant to that goal at that time. We will do
this by promoting customizable homepage dashboards, which will hide (but still track)
information the user has deemed unnecessary. With apps such as Nike +, MyFitnessPal,
and Couch to 5k, the first screen upon opening is often static, and if it’s not, figuring out
or even knowing it is customizable is not easily known. This provides an opportunity to
have better onboarding app tools and a better designed UI.

Target	
  Audience	
  
My target audience/learners are primarily women in their late 20s to early 40s. Food
tracking, calorie tracking, and mapping runs have become a staple in the lives of busy
women who need an easy way to routinize their health and fitness along with demanding
work schedules, families, and social activities. After surveying 27 women aged 29-41, I
found the challenge currently is that often users have to use multiple tracking apps for
different functionalities. For someone working a busy 50-hour week or who is running
after kids, spending more time than is necessary to track information (which funnels
motivation and behavioral change) does not afford an easy way to keep up the
engagement.

Theoretical	
  and	
  Design	
  Rationale
The crux of my design relies on both the already existing phenomenon and existing
technologies of the “tracker” app and the user’s intrinsic motivation to achieve a personal
goal. Vroom defines motivation as an individual process that decides personal choices
among alternative forms of voluntary activities. In conjunction with Yale School of

Management, he proposed an expectancy theory of motivation, which states that a user
will be motivated to the degree that their beliefs (expectancy) are that acting on specific
behaviors (and the amount of effort put into that behavior, i.e. performance), will result in
a positive outcome (valence) that is deemed motivating for the user. What this means is
that, Vroom believes that the degree a user expects an attractive outcome by utilizing
the app will determine its motivational factor. (Vroom, 1964)

I’m leveraging the intrinsic motivation that fitness has taken from the old days of using
weight watchers or something similar to help track your food, educate you about it, as
well as follow a set printed schedule from your personal trainer at the gym. The Fitness
industry has found a way into the on-demand realm with a number of popular apps.
However, I am designing what I hope to be the next generation of fitness apps. Similar to
the idea of Flipboard, that allows you to create your own personal magazine/news
interests based on your preferences, Talee will allow for a more customized experience
as well which I hope will affect their perception or how likely the app is to help them.
The motivation for our users will vary, and largely is dependent upon perception.
Something to consider is the challenge of figuring out how to keep the user engaged and
appeal to their motivation for continued use of the app. As referenced earlier, the IDL
framework draws out context motivators in the areas of effectiveness, progress, social,
and extrinsic. Considering that a motivational factor varies across individuals and can
change over time, design consideration must be made for all context motivators. Learner
motivation must still be sustained in spite of this. (Edelson & Joseph, 2001) I believe that
by being able to switch up what their primary goal(s) are easily will help to balance their
interest motivation with context motivators. Why? Because we, as humans, change our
minds constantly. One month a user may want to track their runs as a primary weight

loss goal and then the next month try and understand more of why their running is not
resulting in loss of weight by digging deeper into their nutritional habits. Having the
freedom to learn about one’s own habits and how it’s affecting the things they deem
motivational and central to their being will be a key context motivator.

Activity	
  Flow
Learners will download and open the app and will be walked through an onboarding
process to acclimate them to the app. We aim to make the onboarding require as little
effort as possible, with finding an efficient way to immediately understand the users
goals for that moment. Once the user is set up, they can start tracking, and also tell the
app if (and when) they’d like to be reminded to track again.
At the conclusion of the onboarding process the user will be presented with a
customizable dashboard with preset icons. The goal here is for the user to choose what
main “function” they want as their default dashboard. They can choose to always see a
running, a food tracking, or calories burned, or a personalized workout routine
dashboard.
After the user begins tracking one of the available options, their data visualization
dashboard will start to be populated and users will be able to start understanding what
all of their data means. How many calories are they actually consuming vs. how much
fat? How much do I have to really burn a week/month to lose my goal pounds? How
many miles did I run this week? Since users have different motivations, the more they
input, they would be given prompts with helpful tips and education. [Add screen on this]
In a study I put out of 27 women aged 29 to 41, 12 participants cited calories
burned/consumed accuracy as a big pain point. While having complete accuracy on
calories consumed is not as possible, having more accurate burned is. Personally, until I

started using a HRM, I realized I wasn’t working out either hard enough or long enough.
Now, building up to a certain heart rate is my main motivation when I work out. So we
would try push more information out to the users on how they can take their fitness to
the next level with a “wearable”.

Design	
  and	
  Implementation	
  Plan	
  
Design	
  Plan	
  
Learners will download and open the app and will be walked through an onboarding
process to acclimate them to the app. While we plan to leverage already existing and
familiar onboarding process, the biggest feature difference will be a customizable
dashboard. Typically with other fitness tracking apps such as Nike + and MyFitnessPal,
the homepage and/or dashboard is static and meant to only track primarily what the app
is marketed for. So for my mock-ups I focused solely on the core interaction – the
dashboard.

In order to begin leveraging the user’s interest motivation with their context indicators,
we’ve designed a drag-and-drop dashboard. Once the user has gone through a short
sign up process, they will be shown an empty dashboard with available preset icons on
the bottom.

The user will be able to select which primary tracking option they’d like to add to their
dashboard by clicking on it, and dragging it up to the main dashboard.

Once they have completed and saved their main dashboard, they are ready to go. Now
every time they log in (assuming tracking activity), they will see all metrics related to just
those. They can edit their dashboard at anytime by clicking on the edit button in the
upper right hand corner or by going to the menu. They will also receive content within
the app on the bottom in the form of tips, the latest blog post, etc.

	
  
At anytime, when a user clicks on one of their tracking options it will automatically open
to a start screen of that particular function. In this example, this is what happens when
they click on the running icon.

Implementation	
  Plan	
  
In an ideal state, my implementation plan for Talee would be to recruit a team of
individuals.
Key Team Members Needed:
•

Developer + UX Designer: To bring my UI mock-up ideas to life, build the app,
and connect the technology. Also to help with the design of the data
representations, logos, buttons, and overall style guide.

•

Brand Partner: The biggest success my app will see is to find a popular fitness
brand that would sponsor my app (Similar to how Under Armour owns

MyFitnessPal or Nike+). Though this wouldn’t prevent me from continuing a
launch plan, I would lobby marketing tactics to try and score a partnership.
o

Fitness Writer: If I were successful in finding a brand to sponsor my app,
the deal would have monetary benefits which would allow me to provide
the app for free as well as hire a fitness writer/nutritionist. They would be
responsible for writing blogs and tips that would appear to users
randomly.

•

Native Advertising/Posts: Until I am able to lobby a fitness brand, monetization
plan is to offer fitness tips in the form of native advertising posts. It will come from
sponsored content and advertisers.

•

App Testers: Recruit a team of 10 women to test the app, ease of use, and
convenience.

Timeline:
•

March 2016: Figure out activity workflow of app, features to be includes, general
use

•

April-June 2016: Make digital wireframes/prototypes
o

•

Expectation to finalize: 1-3 months

May – November 2016: Recruit UX Designer to collaborate with on turning digital
wireframes into professional design mock-up
o

Expectation: 2-6 Months to recruit and come up with final designs of
every app screen possible within the app.

•

September 2016 – June 2017: Recruit Developer (If UX Designer does not code)
to build app
o

Expectation: 6-9 Months to build app

•

May 2017- August 2017: Test App, Fix Bugs, Change Features based on
feedback
o

Expectation: 2-4 Months to test, make changes

o

Also during this time, shop app around to Brands for overall brand
ownership, start creating editorial content

Description	
  of	
  Assessments	
  and	
  User	
  Tests	
  
User	
  Test	
  Plan
For the purposes of the short time frame with class, I had numerous outside people
provide feedback on my mockups and rationale at two different stages. The first was to
have them provide feedback on my activity workflow and overall idea. The second, was
after taking their feedback on the initial testing, building the digital wireframes.
In an ideal state, I would plan to do a two-part user test plan.
The first would be to load the screens into InVision to create a workable digital prototype.
Then I would invite the same group of women who took my original survey to do an initial
testing for me. The purpose of this would be to get initial feedback on the flow and ease
of use for the app. Is it intuitive? Easy to use? Something they could see themselves
using long-term?
During the User Testing, I would ask the following of the participants:
•

Give the users instructions to use the digital prototype, and customize a menu
with 3 dashboards. This would provide me with some knowledge on whether or
not the process took them long, if it was frustrating or intuitive.

•

After they are done, I will provide them a survey link with the following questions:
o

How was your experience using the app?

o

Tell me about your experience of setting the dashboards.

o

Were you able to set up the 3 dashboards?

o

How long did it take you?

o

What did you find helpful about the app?

o

What did you find was not helpful about the app?

o

Overall impressions of the app?

o

What do you think the goal of the app is?

Evaluation	
  Plan
After the users have completed the user test, my plan would be to incorporate the
feedback into digital prototype. Once I’ve finished the round of changes, I would then
take the time to build the actual prototype. Once that is done, I would recruit the
participants back to use the app for 3 months.

At the conclusion of the test use case, the participants will be given another survey with
the following questions:
•

Did you find the app useful? Why?

•

On average how often did you use the app?

•

Did you stop using the app? If so, at what point and why?

•

Did your usage change over the course of the 3 months? Explain.

•

What did you find most helpful about the app? Why?

•

What did you least helpful? Why?

•

How would you improve the app?

•

Did you have a goal in mind for the app?

•

Was the app useful at helping you reach a goal? Explain.

•

What could’ve helped you to better reach your goal?

Findings	
  and	
  Discussion	
  
Following the first round of feedback from my classmates and my partner Monica, I
discovered that I was trying to do too much. While I still thought minimizing the number
of apps a user has to open, my peers felt I was trying to do too much to the point where
it would do the opposite of the goal I was trying to achieve. They felt that the number of
features and options were overwhelming, and they gave me many suggestions. The
biggest of all was to figure out what the core interaction of the app was going to be and
focus on building that one piece out more.

Based on that feedback, I went with a more meta-design. Originally my design had a
much more complicated customized dashboard view, but I tried to think about how I
could make it simpler and cater to the user’s every-changing goals. Gerhard Fischer
speaks about meta-design, as a way to empower the user as a “co-designer”. By
developing a technology that is more open and modifiable by the user, it gives them the
freedom to have a more self-directed learning objective, and change the focus as
needed. Fischer also notes that being an active contributor versus a passive one, has a
profound affect on the user’s motivational factors, and often leads to lifelong learners.
(Fischer) Therefore I took this idea of a customizable dashboard and focused on how to
make that process easier, without overdoing the options available. This is when I came
up with the “drag-and-drop” idea in my feedback group. I realized that in order to provide
more ownership to the user, didn’t also mean I had to make it complicated. From then on
I focused more on how I could make the experience simpler.

Once I created my digital wireframes, I reached out to the same individuals to get more
feedback on the traction of my project. I found an overall positive response on where I
was with the project and how much simpler It was. There was still some confusion
around elements I had on the mock-ups, which probed some more aesthetic questions.
So I went back to the mock-ups and thought how I could make some of those confusions
simpler. However, I received positive feedback on the core interaction of the new
customizable dashboard.

My third iteration of screens, which is what I am presenting on, aims to try to dig deeper
into the design elements, working with my partner Monica. Since the last feedback
overall was positive, I tried to work on little things, for example how else the data
visualization dashboard would look like, I changed the colors significantly, and focused
on how I could enhance the elements that are consistent by adding shadows. In an ideal
world, I would continue to follow my timeline and make more iteration until complete.
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Individual	
  Reflection	
  
My experience in this class has been interesting. I enjoyed the topics of the smaller design
projects, and although at first I felt they were limiting, it really made me think deeper and
more thoroughly around how I might extend my curriculum design to
“non-traditional” topics. While I may have not worked with classmates on the final project, I
did on the mini ones and I learned that there is a really a role for all strengths. My teams
were often paired with experts in content, technical software, pitching, and idea makers.
However working with Monica, I learned a lot of tips and tricks about user experience in
general. Monica built an app and got it featured in the NY Post, and I even went to her thesis
defense. Watching her really motivated me to be at a different level and push harder for my
skills.
Another thing I explored with the help of Camillia was expanding my idea of what constituted
as a learning environment. I think that there are many traditional learning environments to
speak of, especially coming from an adult learning background. But thinking beyond what
they could look like whether it was the Zoo project or my final project, which is a fitness app,
it really helped to expand my cognitive theoretical thinking beyond my normal learning
management system. Reading and discovering theories related to my app design was eye
opening, and now makes me view other applications differently.
Also I took User Experience Design at the same time, which really complemented each
other. I’m not sure if it’s because both professors decided to try a new route but they
complemented each other very well. In that way I was really able to explore and also utilize
more theoretical frameworks for the final projects for both classes.
My only concern or thought would be that I would have liked to have the guest speakers in
person. Having them virtual didn’t quite give as much oomph as I would have liked, though
preparing for their visit did really help.

	
  

